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Introduction 

The problem of decision making and control in response to new 

information is one which has become increasingly important as developments 

in electronic computers have made possible the collection of data in "real 

time. "     By "real time" data collection we refer to the recording of events 

ac they occur (and access to the record) with sufficiently small time lags that 

alteration of the events may be made,   conceptually, at least as they are 

occurring.    Where electronic computers are involved (and this is the ordinary 

context in which this term is used) the data are recorded in some form of 

electronic memory device; the data inputs come increasingly from "on line" 

remote stations which record information at the source and transmit them 

without delay or human intervention directly to a centrally located processor 

and/or electronic memory. 

A seemingly trivial statement,  namely that the use of these data,  rather 

than their existence, determines the value of "real time" data collection, 

seems frequently to be ignored.    Until the data are translated into management 

decisions,  of course,  it is impossible to determine whether or not the exist- 

ence of more and more "timely" data has actually improved the decision 

process. —      Nevertheless pure data collection bchemes with no means for 

translating the data into action are often characterized as   "information 

systems. "     This may be accounted for,  at least in part,  by the lack of ade- 

quate mechanisms for dealing with data as they appear. 

More specifically,  response to nowly received data requires the 

revision of previously determined plans between planning periods.     When 

substantial time lags exist between the actual implementation of a plan and 

the availability of information which could be used to alter the original plan, 

both the wisdom and practicality of significant alteration between planning 

periods may be questioned.    On the other hand,  when new data become avail- 

able substantially in advance of the end of the initial planning period,   the 

decision as to whether or not to adjust the plan and if so,  how,  becomes 

relevant. 

W    At the simplebt level, the shortening of response time lags may lead to 
system instability,  as may be sovn in elementary tieaUnents of servo- 
mechaniral coutiol syütuins. 



In order to avoid misunderstanding on this point,  some clarification 

may be in order.    In the usual optimal planning model developments it is 

assumed that all information relevant to the actions to be taken prior to the 

development of the next plan is known, at least in stochastic form, at the 

start of the planning period. —      For example,   if plans arc revised monthly, 

the strategy for the first month is assumed to be implemented as given,  even 

though a longer--e.g. ,  12-month--planning horizon may be used in determining 

the one-month plan.     The plan for the second month is determined in similar 

fashion,  updating the model with the most recently available information and 

(generally) moving the horizon forward.    Data gathered on the first month's 

operation   Jo  not,    however,   affect the first month's   operation--at least in 

terms of the planning process--but is explicitly taken into account in formu- 

lating the next plan.    Even assuming that a valid form of optimization technique 

is used in the planning process, the emergence of new data in the "operation" — 

phase may (or may not) induce action not in conformity with the plan.     If,   in 

fact,  adjustments are made as part of the implementation of the plan-- i. e. , 

in the "control" of the operation as distinct from "planning"--the effect of 

the actions taken may be to move the operational phase closer to or further 

from optimality as compared with following the original plan.    Thus the rem- 

nant plan may also need modification to improve toward optimality.    It is this 

control process--interim adjustments to both newly received data and to the 

remnant plan--which is the focus of this paper. 

It should be pointed out that the adjustment process envisioned does not 

require instantaneous receipt of data. Rather, it is necessary only that the 

new data be received in sufficient time that adjustments are feasible during 

the remainder of the planning period. The model which we develop in this 

paper does not depend on instant response or information cognizance but on 

receipt of new facts which demand attention and can be acted upon before an 

entirely new plan--including resetting of objectives, policies, etc. -- can be 

formulated.     It is expected,   however,  that these results will have applicability 

iy     See Charncs and Cooper [zj,  and Charnes.   Cooper and Symonds [5] 
for exceptions and further discussion of this point. 

_2/    See Charncs and Cooper [4],   Chapter 1. 
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in the computeriaecl "real time" ayatem aa a atep toward developift8 pro• 

arammed action rule• to reapond to new data aa they arrive. 

Reaource Allocation in ReMarch Pro1ram Mana1ement 

The apecific manaaement problem underlyins the current development 

ia that of the plannina and control of reaearch taak aaaianmenta in reaearch 

manaaement. We aaaume that a fundill& oraanization ··i.e., a apon1or of 

re1earch activity-· can affect the amount of reaearch done in a particular 

area at a particular in1titution by the amount of funda aranted for reaearch. 

There ia evidence that relationahip• exi1t between expenditure• on 

reaearch and development and inYentive output. !/ For IO•called fundamental 

or baaic re1earch, mea1urementa of productivity have been rela~ed more fre• 

quently to oraaniaational factor• other than re1earch expenditure.!1 Intuitively, 

it 1eema reaaonable, however, that reaearch activity leve111./ and the coata 

of •uatainina the1e level• at particular in1titutiona can be eatimated. ~/ 
We a11ume further that de1ired reaearch activi7 level• to be aupported 

by the aranting aaency or foundation can be defined,l a• can the availability 

of re1ourcea of the arantee to provide a certain level of research activity over 

a clas • of reaearch areaa. Broadly 1peakina, then, the planninl problem of 

the reaearch aponaor may be deacribed &I the allocation of fund• 10 that the 

de1ired re1earch levela are maintained at the leaat co1t. !/ 

1/ 

Z/ 

3/ -
4/ 

5/ 

ll.l 

See Manafield [ 9 ) and [ ) • 

Cf. Kaplan [ 8], Marcaon [lo), and Roe [11) • 

Varioua mea1ureme111ta have been uaed. including number of papers 
produced, number• of re1earch reporta, paper• weiahted by journal 
quality, citationa, etc. 

E. I· , by recourae to paat experience to productivity meaaurement1 and 
fund• expenditure• by inatitution or, poaalbly, clan of in1titution. 

While grant. are frequently made in re1pon1e to reque1t1 for funda from 
re•earch individuall or inatitutiona, 1uch requeat• are undoubtedly influ· 
enced by the funds availability and known deairea of the potential crantor 
for research of certain typea. Such requeata provide data for determina· 
tion of lona-run deaired reaearch levell and (a• will be discuued below) 
certain neceasary adju1tmenta in the initial de1ired levell but the fund• 
allocation decilion must, in the final analy1i1, reat with the crantor. 

Phrasing the problem in this fa1hion avoid• the apendin& of funds just 
because they are availab~e. If fund• are too limited to accomplish the 
desired levels, revision of the lat.t.er "'""t he ••nde1·taken. 
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Planning Horizons and Constraints in Research Funding 

A distinctive feature of management of research which substantially 

affects the kinds of model types which can be applied to research management 

problems is the possibility of the occurrence of "breakthroughs."   The occur- 

rence of the unexpected is certainly not confined to research activity so that 

the planning process described here would be relevant to a class of problems 

in which the occurrence of events of an "emergency" chara:ter is a critical 

factor.    However, we shall outline the planning and adjustment processes in 

a form specific to the problem of research funding in part because of its 

intrinsic interest but as well to provide more substance than is possible 

dealing with a general class of problems. 

The research "breakthrough" may be perceived as a substantial advance 

in knowledge which, albeit possibly the result of years of effort,  is suddenly 

recognized.    Furthermore,  its occurrence supplies an immediate demand for 

associated research activity.    Older concepts need to be revised; frequently 

entire sub-fields which have been based on previous theory need to be 

examined.    The questions generated by the breakthrough will presumably 

lead to research of high (although possibly inestimable) value.   Furthering 

knowledge based on the breakthrough and the immediate increase in research 

activity in the area of the breakthrough thus becomes of immediate high 

priority.    The granting agency thus would want to adjust its funds to meet 

this preemptive requirement,  cutting back,  if necessary, on research in 

other areas. 

To place the breakthrough and attendant adjustments in the framework 

of control, we distinguish:    (1) a short-run plan; and (2) a long-run plan.    The 

short-run plan is formulated for resource allocation for,  say, a one-year 

period.    The long run is defined over a much longer horizon--say,  five or ten 

years. 

In both the short and long run it is assumed that demands (deaired 

research activity levels),other than those associated with breakthroughs, 

are known with certainty —   for each research area prior to the formulation 

W     This is an assumption made for simplicity only. 
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of the short-run plan.   Also, resource availability-- i.e., the ability to 

su-tain a given level of research activity in terms of men, facilities, organi- 

zational structures, etc. -- across the set of research areas is assumed to 

be a random variable whose distribution is known or can be estimated —   for 

each research institution which is a candidate for funds.    This assumption is 

predicated on the notion that institutional arrangements -- e. g., departmental 

separations, institutional reputation in certain fields, history of grants from 

the subject agency and others--delimit the amount of funds a research organi- 

zation can profitably use.    On the other hand,  it allows variation based on 

changes in personnel,  researcher productivity,  etc. ,  which would be expected 

in the kinds of activities under study. 

Thus,  both short- and long-run plans are formulated on the assumption 

that it is possible to allocate funds so as to affect the distribution of research 

effort among a set of (presumably related) areas at a set of institutions.    It 

would be expected that in the long run greater institutional change is possible 

so that,  in general, the resource availability constraints would be less severe. 

It should be noted that we are not assuming that the actual research activity 

level is unaffected by the amount of funds expended but rather that the maxi- 

mum capability given ihe existence of funds is constrained. 

Adjustments to IWeet Emergency Demands 

The planning algorithms used for allocation of resources in most 

management science models do not admit of interim adjustments to meet 

with initially unforeseen circumstances.    While such planning models have 
2/ been proposed for research management— the omnipresent possibility of 

breakthroughs (or other emergencies) in funiamental research suggests a 

more flexible model.    In accord with the required interactions among planning, 

operations,  and control discussed above, we propose that the initial short-run 

funding plan be formulated with the possibility of the occurrence of break- 

throughs explicitly included.    Further,  the adjustments to the initial plan in 

response to the occurrence of a breakthrough should be made with reference 

\_l     See Brandenburg and Stedry [l] for a discussion of research distributions. 

2/     Cf. ,e.g. ,  Freeman [7j. 
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to the "posture" after adjustment-- i.e. , the capability to carry out the long- 

run objectives of the funding organization. 

In summary,  the process upon which the model is based involves the 

explicit consideration of an initial plan,  a local modification in operations due 

io "emcrgenciei;, " followed by a modification of the remnant pian--the85 three 

elements combined in an optimal manner.    To clarify this process w^ now turn 

to the mathematical formulation of thid problem. 

Criterion and Constraints 

A natural format for a model of this process is that of chance-constrained 

programming. —     Let   b;    denote the short-run requirements for activity 

levels in the j      research area.     Let x:.     be the planned activity level of 
1J th 

research area j  at facility i for the abort run.     Let the availability at the i 

facility be of the form   a:    + 6.      where   6:      is a random variable with mean 
11 (1)    ' zero.    Our planned short-run levels, x..   ,    are then constrained to minimally 

XJ (1) meet the activity level requirements and with probability at least   ß.    , not to 

exceed the availabilities.    These constraints may be written: 

(1.1) Pp:x<U
£a("+6(V|3(,)      , i = l m 

J   J 

(1.2) rx(1) 2:  b(1)      , j-1 n 
i    J J 

Next, we suppose an emergency occurs in the short run period.    We 

model an emergency in the j      area by means of a random variable   «.   which 

represents the increase (or decrease) in the required research activity   level j. 

The essence of emergency is that   «.   is multimodal--e. g. , bimodal--with 

high probability concentration at  0  and a high enough value at its other peak 

to cause significant changeover activity (with attendant costs) if the extra 

demand is to be met.    To add further oper   tional realism we assume that the 

timing of the emergency i'j random in the short-run period.    We model this 
th randomness in terms of its effect on the productivity of the   i"     facility by a 

random variable  ni    such that   u.x..    is the amount of research activity up to 1 i   ij '    r 

the occurrence of the (vector) emergency,    « . ,  j=l,. .. , n . 
J 

1 /     See Charneü and Cooper [zl and [ 3l ,  and Charnee,   Cooper and Symonds 
"       [5j. 
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Now, supposing that the emergency has occurred--!, e. , that the sample 

values of  u. and   c.  arc known--adjustment process is imminent.       We 

assume that the     6.     are now known also.    It will be recalled that random- 
i 

ness in maximum availability involved such factors as personnel and institu- 

tional changes which, although unknown at the time of formulation of the initial 

plan, would be quite well specified by the time the operation had commenced. 

The interim activity,   y.. ,  is now to be undertaken.    V/e shall speciiy 

these in terms of a class of stochastic decision rules involving the (now known) 

random variables   u.  and the   c   .    We render the availability and emergency 

conditions on the   y..  via the chance constraints: 
V) 

(2.1) P(2y..5a^+6!1).u.rx!1^p!12>      .     i-l. 
*J        i * 1 ,    ^ l 

J J 

m 

(2.2) P(Sy.. >   c. - 2 u. xuh * a{l) ,     j=l,...,n. 

The remnant plan must now be modified from the   x..    to values   x.. 

in accordance with the remnant long-run requirements,       b:   ' ,    the yet to 

(2)      (2) emerge availabilities,   a.     +6.     ,   and the interim activity.    Thus we posit 

similarly to (1.1) 

(3.1) P(Zx(2'Sa<E)
+6<2'M2) 

IJ 1 1 1 

(3.2) P(Zy..+ Zx(2).b(1)
+c.-Z:u.x(1)

+b(2>).   *<2) 

i   ij       i   iJ J J       i   i   iJ J J 

Note that the constraint (3. 2) represents the effect of the initial plan and the 

interim adjustment on the posture in which the process is left relative to the 

attainment of the long-range objectives.    V/e implicitly assume,  via (3.1), 

that the effect of exceeding availability in the initia* period,  if it should occur, 

does not carry over into the long run. — 

l_y   It would be difficult to judge whether or not the effect of exceeding avail- 
ability would be to decrease or increase availability in the subsequent 
period.    Thus this effect,  if any,  would be included in the random variation 
already assumed. 
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We take our optimal control objective as that C'! minimizing expected cost 

where cost consists of the following componttnts: (1) realized initial costs 

(1) (1) ~ij ( (l) ) z . l: c .. u . x . . ; (Z) changeover costs ,; Z (1- u
1
. ) x1J. - y

1
.j , (3) interim 

. . 1J 1 1J i j 1,J • 

activity costs l: c~~Z) y . . ; and (4) long-run activity costs Z: c~~) x~JZ). The 
i,j 1J 1J i,j 1J 1 

c~~), c~~Z), and c~~) represent the coat of a unit activity level iro resear ch 
1J 1J 1J 

area j at facility i, and the tl · . are the marginal coata of a unit change in 
1J 

activity levela from thoae initially planned for the remainder of the short-run 

period. 

The objective may then be stated aa: 

(4) 
,., (1) (1) ~( (1) )z (lZ) (Z) (2)} 

Minimize ~ • E {Z: c .. u. x .. + Z: (i-u1)xi . -y .. + Z:c .. Y:.+ Z:c .. x .. 
.. 1J 1 1J . j z J 1J 1 . 1J 1J 1 . 1J 1J 1,J 1, •J •J 

Control Decision Rules 

To complete the statement of the chance-constrained proaramming 

problem we must specify the class of stochastic decis ion rules within which 

we shall seek an optimal aet. For simplicity we shall here use the clan of 

linear decis ion rules. The character of the x~jl) and x~~) &I plan• leads us 
1 1J 

to specify these aa "zero-order" rulesl/__ e. a., not explicitly involving the 

. (1) (2) 
random vanables u .• • .• 6. , 6. • For the yij we posit the following clau 

1 J 1 1 

of "operating response" rules: 

(5) - (1) y .. - (1- u .)x .. + l: v .. k•k 
1J 1 1J k "lJ 

Note that this type of rule is in keeping with the notion of an interim reaponae 

to an emergency where the coefficient•, y . 'k' are to be determined by 1olution 
1J 

of the total chance- constrained problem so &I to achieve optimality for this 

class of operating response rule•. Thu1, with 1olution of the mathematical 

1/ See Charnes and Cooper [ l] for discus1ion and explicit definition. 



problem, for every emergency that arises, the   y.,  will be specified exactly 

and not as relative frequencies or mixed strategies. 

Deterministic Equivalent Problem 

Because of the zero-order c 

(1.1) and (3.1) can be immediately inverted to give: 

Because of the zero-order character of the   x..    and   x..    ,  conditions 

(6.1) Sxü^a^FrVß^) 
J     J 

(6.2) 2x'2'Sa<2)
+F:l(l.p!2)) 

ij i 2i i 

where the   F,. and   F-,. are the marginal distribution functions of 6.    and  6.     , 
h Zi " ii 

respectively.   Inserting the operating response rules (or "certainty equivalent" 

relations [5] ) for the y.. in (2.1), yields,  upon using the spacing variables 

device of  [3] : 

(7.1) G:W12,v.)+2x'l't  z:    v      <a<1,
+ 6<1, 

ii        i        .   ij      . ,    k 'ijk       i i 
J J»K 

(7.2) vf -   2V(€k)(ZY.jk)2S  Vibfh 
K J 

Here we have assumed, for simplicity, that the   c.  and   6.     are independent 

random variables.    The bars over random variables refer to their   means 

(e.g.,    6.-0   by our previous hypothesis), the   V   is the variance operator, 

G    is the distribution function for the random variable 
i 

(7.3) -^ 1  

k    j      ^ 

which has zero mean and unit variance, and the   v.   are "spacer variables 
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Similarly (2. 2) may be rendered in the deterministic equivalent form: 

,8.i) -H^jV^rxljUrv^ 

(8.2) J .rv(.k)(6.k-zvijk)^o 

where   H.  is the distribution function for the random variable: 
J 

(8.3) 
J^v<V<6jk.rvijk)2 

where   6..    is the Kronecker delta,  the  w. are "spacer variables" and 
JK j 

the other quantities are as defined above.    Further,  (3. 2) may be 

written as: 

(9.i) -H:V(2))2.+ 2X!1,
+ j::1v..v + j:x!2,ib<1,

+ ;. + b<2) 
j   j    j   j .j   jjk k .jk   . i,     j     j   j 

(9.2) ^ .   £V(.k)(6.k.£vijk)^   0 

which introduces only the new spacer variables  x. .    Finally,  the 

expression for the function, £> ,   of equation (4) becomes 

(10) 

i.j 1J   1J   1J  ' 1J i,j,k 1J  K 1Jk i,j 1J k k 1Jk i,j,k li    *  l3k 

These may be assembled in the form: 
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(11.0) Min. [ (lZ) (lZ) (ll- ] (1) (?.) (?.) ~ij( - Z Z 
1: c . . -(c .. -c.:)u. x .. +l:c .. x .. +l: l:tk'( . . k)+l: V(e.ly .. k 
. . 1J 1J 1J 1 1J . J. 1J 1J . . z k 1J . J. k }( 1J 

(11. 1) 

(ll.Z) 

1,J 1, 1,J 1, • 

1: (-1) X~~) l!! -a.(.1)_F.l-~(l•~.l)) 
j 1J 1 1 1 

:Ex~~) 
i 1J 

l!! b~1) 
J 

-1 {1?.)\ 
(11.3) -G . (f3. ,v. 

1 1 1 
+1: (-1) X~~) 

. 1J 

(11.4) 

(11.5) 

(11.6) 

(11. 7) 

( 11.8) 

(11. 9) 

z 
v. 

1 

-1 (1) -H. (a. )w. 
J J J 

z 
w . 

J 

J 

+Ex~~) 
i 1J 

+!:tk'( .. k 
. k lJ 1, 

-1 (Z) (1) (Z) c 
-H. (a. )z .+l;x .. + l:x .. + :E k'i ·k 

J J J . 1J . lJ . k J 1 1 1, 

-l!! t. 
J 

which becomes a convex programming problem when the G . and H. are inde-
-1 -1 1 J 

pendent of the '( . . k and the G . and H. values are non-negative. Thi& would 
1J 1 J ) 

be true, for example, if the E. and 6~ 1 
have distributions which are mix-

J 1 ) 
tures of normal distributions, and the probabilities p~l?.), a~ 1 

, and a~Z) are 
1 J J 

s ufficiently high. 

From this format it may already be concluded that: 

Theorem: In an optimal solution, the x~~) and the x~~) may be taken as basic . 
1J lJ 

(or extreme point) solutions to a linear programming problem of 

ordinary distribution type. 
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Proof:     If all the variables except the   x..    are specified, the sets of 
  ^ ij r 

r^iationthips (11.1) and (11.3) reduce to a bingle bet of non-redundant inequali- 

ticr. of type (11.1).    Similarly,   (11.2), (11.5) and (11.7) reduce to a single set of 

type (11.2).    This, together with the linearity of (10) in the variables   x .    • 

yield our   (extreme point) conclusion for optimal   x..    . 

(2) 
Similarly,  holding all variables fixed but the x..    ,  we conclude that 

J 

(2) optimal   x..    may be taken as extreme point solutions to a linear programming 

problem of distribution type.      Q. E. D. 

It is also interesting to observe the effect of introducing the possibility 

of emergencies in terms ol the constraint set.    For those facilities where 

the non-redundant constraints are in (11.1) or for those research areas where 

the constraints (U.2) are binding,  no change in the initial plan will result. 

However,   if availability constraints from (11.3) are binding, facilities will 

hav? lender planned activity levels than would be the case in the absence of 

emergency protection.    Similarly, for areas in which (11.5) or (11.7) constraints 

are non-redundant, activity levels will be increased to "hedge" against an 

emergency and (in the latter case) against the requirements of the long-run 

plan. 

More specific conclusions are highly dependent on the relative values 

of the   u...,   c..,V(c,) and   V(6.     ).    However,  the determiniätic problem is a 
"ij       ij k i r 

convex programming problem of manageable type — and specific conclusions 

for reasonable numerical values of the parameters will   be available shortly 

on the basis of calculations performed    using the SUMT method of Fiacco 

and McCormick [6] . 

I /     Cf.   Charnes and Cooper [ 3 J . 
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Summary 

V/e have postulated a chance-constrained model of a two-stage planning 

and control process which allows:    (1) random availability of facilities in the 

short and long run;  (2) random occurrence of emergency demands at random 

times daring the short run;   (3) probabilistic constraints on conformity to 

availability constraints and emergency demands;  and (4) deterministic con- 

straints on desired activity levels. 

This model was designed to deal with optimal funding for research 

support where the possibility of breakthroughs exists,   but it also is applicable 

to a class of problems involving the occurrence of large unforeseen demands. 

The chance-constrained problem has been reduced to a deterministic equiva- 

lent convex programming problem of manageable type,   involving at most 

second degree terms and for which computer routines are available. 
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